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Official ball from Tecmo Super Bowl
the one they used in the actual game

Item number: 8162602982

Email to a friend

Bidding has ended for this item. 

List an item like this or buy a similar item below.

Larger Picture

Starting bid: US $1.00

Ended: Jan-23-05 14:49:05 PST

Start time: Jan-16-05 14:49:05 PST

History: 0 bids

Item location: davis, ca
United States

Ships to: United States

Shipping costs: Check item description and payment
instructions or contact seller for 
details

 Shipping, payment details and return policy

Seller information
classic77  ( 89 )

Feedback Score: 89
Positive Feedback: 95.9%
Member since Jan-08-00 in
United States

Read feedback comments

Add to Favorite Sellers

View seller's other items

Description (revised)

Item Specifics - Video Games

Platform: -- Genre: --

Rating: -- Sub-Genre: --

Condition: -- Format: NTSC (US, Canada)

Up for bid is the Official ball used in Tecmo Super Bowl 1991. Don't miss out on this one of kind item. This was
the ball used by QB Eagles on his famous 98 yard QB sneek run for a touchdown. In the game he rushed for 416 
yrds and passed for 346 yrds.
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FREE Counters and Services from Andale 

Questions from other buyers

Q:  Are you certain that this is the exact football from Tecmo Super Bowl? It looks like it's in 16 bit resolution,
which would lead me to believe that it...more

answered on: Jan-21-05 

   A:  by your request we have added a document of authenticity.

Q:  Do you have an actual TSB game used QB Browns uniform? Also, do you have the digits for that
cheerleader that winks at you during half-time? She sure is...more

answered on: Jan-20-05 

   A:  I'm afraid not. Our only connection is to QB Eagles but you can bet that we will have more great
auctions in the future. We do have a few QB Eagles...more

Q:  I heard that ball was stolen during the Mighty Bomb Jack show. How did you get it? answered on: Jan-20-05 
   A:  When we security discovered one of the Mighty Bomb Jack's wasn't who he said he was suspission
started to rise. It turned out to be Packers QB Don...more

Q:  will you please post the following spam in the form of a question to your add.... TOUCHDOWN!!!
TECMO-SOCIETY.COM/tits!!! awesomely done, thanks. darn...more

answered on: Jan-19-05 

   A:  sure, oh and shipping is free since I can just email you the football

Q:  TOUCHDOWN!!! TECMO-SOCIETY.COM!!! answered on: Jan-19-05 
   A:  because Tecmo Super Bowl is the greatest game of all time

  View all 6 questions

Shipping, payment details and return policy
Services available
Check item description and payment instructions or contact seller for details.

Will ship to United States.

Seller's payment instructions
PayPal payment only. I will ship as soon as I recieve payment. If you use buy it now shipping is free. Shipping will be a flat $25 
within the contiguous 48 states. Insurance is included. Serious bidders only. Have a Good Day and Thanks for your time.

Payment methods accepted

Learn about payment methods.
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Seller assumes all responsibility for listing this item.
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